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Abstract - Multiplication is one of the premier modules in Error-Tolerance applications. In the current scenario, 

approximate computing is employed for the subsisted exact multipliers to maintain the trade-off between area, delay and the 

efficiency of the multiplier. In the literature, few methods are explored for multiplier designs to tail off the ingested energy 

and amplify the digital circuit’s accuracy. But these designs failed to achieve efficient outcomes with accuracy when used for 

various applications. Hence, in this paper, in order to maintain the trade-off between design and Error Metrics (EM), 

leading-one bit and Rounding-based Static Segment Approximate Multipliers (LSSAM, RSSAM) are proposed along with the 

Modified Estimator Circuit (MEC). These designs bring about approximate multiplication using the leading unit, rounding, 

and barrel shifter. Furthermore, MEC is utilized to cut out the lower-order data of the input operand bit-width taken. Later, 

these multipliers are synthesized and simulated using software like Vivado, MATLAB, and Cadence RTL compiler, for the 

input bit-width extending from 8-bit to 32-bit. The obtained simulation results show that the chosen designs reduce the 

Design Metrics (DM) like power, delay, area, and energy on an average of 68.2 %, 35.4 %, 60.1 %, and 68.5 %, 

respectively, and boost up the EM like MRED, NED, WCE, and MED by 49.8%, 18.8%, 36.7%, and 47.2%, respectively, 

compared to that of prior designs. Moreover, by including the proposed designs in the Error-Tolerance applications, the 

PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and SSIM (Structural Similarity Index Metric) are greatly alleviated. 

Keywords - Leading-One-Bit approach, Rounding approach, Static segment method, Modified estimator circuit, Approximate 

computing.  

1. Introduction  
With the continual development of electronic devices, 

energy denigration has become one of the critical designs, 

particularly for handy ones like tablets, smart mobile 

phones, and other devices [1]. Moreover, it also needs to 

accomplish this reduction with as possibly the minimum 

amount of performance in terms of latency [1].  

Generally, Digital Signal Processing (DSP) designs are 

important for achieving a change in Error-tolerance 

applications. The arithmetic logic unit is the reckoning core 

of these units, which performs multiplications and is 

employed for major arithmetic operations [2]. For any DSP 

design, the two essential blocks are multipliers and adders. 

Moreover, the filter-related Error-tolerance application's 

performance can be declined if the performances of 

multipliers and adders vapid have exorbitant energy, 

overhead area or poor precision. Depending on the 

stochastic scientific model, a filter design is fed to shorten 

the faults mixed in the data. These computation error-

tolerance models have been busy maintaining a trade-off 

between accuracy and consumed energy [3]. 

Faulty multiplications and additions have been 

effectively omitted from DSP architectures to compromise 

the accuracy and to increase the speed, power, and area. 

Many studies on multiplier design have been carried out to 

improve energy competency by compromising VLSI 

designs fidelity by utilizing- extremely shorter LSB lengths, 

voltage scaling, and confining the building blocks (faulty) 

[4]-[12]. The latest designs of DSP focus on mixing and 

multiplying the circuits with balanced achievement. The 

four essential design requirements for a balanced 

performance are high energy and area efficiencies, 

excessive speed, and maximum computational accuracy. 

The stability of the design organization is crucial in 

narrowing the error for improving the performance of error-

tolerance applications. All present Approximate Multipliers 
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(AMs) have failed to enhance the DM and EM 

simultaneously. 

Hence, this paper strives to propose two unique 

multipliers, leading-one-Bit (LB) and Rounding-based 

Static Segment Approximate Multipliers (LSSAM, 

RSSAM), along with MEC, to improve both the accuracy 

and DM. Primarily, high-accuracy algorithms are developed 

for main arithmetic units before their existence is 

incorporated into processor structures. Therefore, the 

efficient design of balanced LSSAM and RSSAM 

architectures was proposed and later applied in Smoothing 

Filter (SF), Gaussian Filter (GF), and Image Edge-Detection 

(IED) in error-tolerance applications. Following is the 

summary of this paper's contribution:  

1) This work primarily focuses on replacing multiplication 

with shifter and reducing the DM values of a multiplier. 

2) Offering a new scheme for LSSAM and RSSAM by 

modifying the existing static segment AM. 

3) From the design outcomes related to 32-bit, 16-it and 8-

bit multipliers, with both LB and rounding approaches, it 

was observed that the proposed SSM provides the best 

DM values.  

4) The accuracy analysis of 32-bit, 16-it and 8-bit 

multipliers with both LB and rounding approaches are 

performed, and it observed that the LSSAM and 

RSSAM perform the best EM values.  

5) GF, SF, and IED applications are estimated and attained 

high satisfactory values for Quality Metrics (QM).  

The paper is prepared in the following way: The state-

of-the-art AMs are deliberated in Section 2. The proposed 

AM designs are detailed in Section 3. The DM analysis, 

error behaviour, and quality assessment of proposed AMs 

are produced in Section 4, and the study is concluded in 

Section 5. 

 

2. Background  
In this section, review the latest AMs are discussed. K. 

Y Khaing et al. introduced an AM in which the input 

operand width is divided into approximate and precise 

segments with a few MSBs and LSBs. However, accuracy is 

lowered due to the relinquishment of LSB and MSB widths 

[4]. B. Garg et al. demonstrated an AM by computing 

flawed multiplication products for restricted LSBs using 

AND-OR circuits [5], thereby increasing the AM power 

consumption and area with an increase in the input-operand 

widths. B. Garg et al. created accuracy scalable AM, 

incorporating multiplier and estimator logic to manufacture 

the defective results with greater EM and little overhead 

enactment [6]. 

Moreover, in the dynamic-range-unbiased AM, the LSB 

of shortened input is fixed to one because the fault caused 

by the truncation mechanism in shifting the MRED is 

lacking to ‘0’ [7]. The parameter Dynamic-range influences 

the accuracy of the suggested AM. Using a significance 

estimator circuit, Jothin et al. constructed a modified static-

segment AM to increase the accuracy by discarding lower-

order relevant data of input bit width. However, increasing 

the input bit width reduces the accuracy of created AM [8]. 

Bharat Garg et al. developed an LB-based AM that 

produced an erroneous final output which selects m-bits 

from a k-bit input bit-width using the LB method [9]. The 

AM's design and EM are dependent on the l-bits used. It 

improved EM by rationally selecting m-bits depending on 

the LB position. The Rounding-based AM was established 

by B.Garg et al. In the beginning, the input bit width is 

rounded to the closest power of two values before it is 

incorrectly multiplied with limited shifters and adders [10]. 

The AM multipliers that were suggested reduce the 

execution complexity and enhance the energy capabilities. 

Using the rounding approach, S.Vahdat et al. established 

error-efficient AM, which improves design and EM, but 

errors increase as the bit-size of the input operands escalates 

[11]. With respect to the current AMs, it is concluded that 

they tried to improve DM but not the QM and accuracy of 

the prior AMs. As a result, the EM and DM are updated by 

the proposed RSSAM and LSSAM, which are discussed in 

the subsequent section. 

 

3. Proposed Static Segment Approximate 

Multipliers  
The proposed architecture is designed to empower 

processing accuracy and computational accuracy. Moreover, 

the image classification schemes and the error-tolerant 

circuit should be probable with high computational accuracy 

and worst-case error to deliver a good presentation to all 

users. The proposed technique is developed using two 

design procedures: RSSAM and LSSAM. The two LSSAM 

and RSSAM architectural procedures and the later proposed 

architecture are discussed in this sub-section. 

 

3.1. Procedure of the proposed LSSAM, and RSSAM 

The process of the LSSAM and RSSAM k-bit is 

presented in this section. LSSAM architecture improves the 

efficiency aimed at complete conceivable couples related to 

input-operands, thereby decreasing the circuit entanglement, 

such as k-bit multiplier and k/2-bit multiplication. In the 

preferred architecture, the k/2-bit segment can be chosen for 

every input operand after 1 to 2 conceivable divisions. 

Neglecting the minimum order division and choosing the 

higher order division of the input operand, the required 

calculator logic circuit can be utilized, and the efficiency 

can be enhanced. Moreover, in the input operand, the 

higher-order section contains a large number of zeros, and 

lower-order sections contain a large number of ones. The 

flow chart of the proposed k-bit LSSAM is presented in Fig. 

1. 
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Fig. 1 The procedure of the proposed k-bit LSSAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 The procedure of the proposed k-bit RSSAM 

 

 

 

Start 

The higher-order or lower-order LB k-bit segment output is selected for each m-bit input width 

The k-bit segment outputs are applied to the MEC block 

One of the outputs of MEC is applied to the LB block 

The barrel shifter is done by multiplying the k-bit MEC and LB output 

The final 2m-bit approximate product is achieved by extension of the 2k-bit 

Stop 

Start 

Stop 

The higher-order or lower-order LB k-bit segment output is selected for each m-bit input width 

The k-bit segment outputs are applied to the MEC block 

One of the outputs of MEC is applied to the Rounding block 

The barrel shifter is done by multiplying the k-bit MEC and Rounding block output 

The final 2m-bit approximate product is achieved by extension of the 2k-bit 
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Fig. 3 Proposed LSSAM Architecture 

 

Initially, the lower-order and higher-order LB k/2-bit 

segments are chosen for every k-bit input size. After that, 

the k/2-bit segment outputs are examined and inserted in the 

MEC block. After which, the main output of MEC can be 

inserted into the LB block. Then, the barrel shifters 

operation can be completed by multiplying the k/2-bit MEC 

with the LB outcomes.  

Ultimately, the ending 2k-bit essential outcome can be 

attained through the adjunct of the k-bit. The series of steps 

of the proposed k-bit RSSAM is given in Fig. 3. From Fig. 

3, the lower-order and higher-order LB k/2-bit segment 

outcomes can be chosen for every k-bit input-size and later, 

the k/2-bit segment outputs can be inserted in the MEC 

block. 

 

Further, the main output of the MEC can be inserted in 

the rounding unit. After that, the barrel-shifter operation can 

be completed by multiplying the k/2-bit MEC with rounding 

block output. In the end, the final k-bit requisite outcome 

can be attained through the extension of the 2k-bit.  

3.2. Proposed LSSAM and RSSAM Architectures 

The LSSAM architecture has escalated the accuracy by 

grouping the existing input bit widths, thereby reducing the 

circuit difficulty by replacing the k-bit multiplier with the 

k/2-bit multiplier. The suggested structures are a 

combination of RSSAM and LSSAM. This structure was 

mainly developed to enhance the accuracy of the system. 

Fig. 3 shows the preferred k-bit LSSAM architecture. 

The k/2-bit division for every input width can be picked 

after two available divisions. The segment values are 

inserted into the MEC block, and one of the outputs of the 

MEC block is inserted into the LB block. It is identified as 

the LB position, and the LB mathematical expression is 

shown in equation 1 [9]. 

 

𝐴𝐿𝐵 = (∏ 𝐴(𝑘)𝑚−2
𝑘=𝑖+1 ) • 𝐴(𝑘) for 0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑚 − 2      (1) 

Where ALB= m-bit A. 

 

The final k-bit multiplication uses a barrel-shifter, k/2-

bit segment, and LB value. The 2k-bit output produced by 
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the multiplier may be extended to a k-bit output by adding 

zeros. Once all the input operand sections are combined 

next to the lower k-bit segments, the Multiplexer (MUX) 

indicates Z1. If at all the combined sections of input, 

operands are next to the upper ones, then Z3 is chosen by 

the MUX. Therefore, the proposed LSSAM slumps the 

power, complexity of the circuit, and delay. 

The design of the considered RSSAM is represented in 

Fig. 4. The suggested RSSAM is similar to LSSAM, but the 

only difference is that the LB block is replaced with the 

rounding block. The following equation (2) is calculated by 

rounding one input width to the nearby power of two [12]. 

The proposed RSSAM has boosted the accuracy and quality 

measures. 

𝐴𝑟𝑑[𝑘] = (𝐴[𝑘]. 𝐴[𝑘 − 1]. 𝐴[𝑘 − 2] +

𝐴[𝑘]. 𝐴[𝑘 − 2]). ∏

𝑘=𝑘+1
𝑚−1

𝐴[𝑘] (2) 

Where Ard[k] = m-bit of A. 

 
The combination of RSSAM and LSSAM processes is 

utilized to reduce the error of properly selecting the inputs 

which are to be ignored. Initially, the lower-order and 

higher-order LB k/2-bit segments can be chosen for every k-

bit input width, and next, the outputs of the k/2-bit segment 

are considered and inserted in the MEC block. Furthermore, 

the main output of MEC can be given to the LB unit. Then, 

the barrel shifter operation can be done by multiplying the 

k/2-bit MEC along with LB outcomes. Ultimately, the end 

2k-bit requisite result can be attained through the extension 

of the k- bit. 

 

3.2.1. Process of the MEC 

The MEC unit's primary goal is to increase the 

proposed RSSAM and LSSAM's accuracy compared to 

existing AMs. The MEC is the main component for 

designing the multiplier in the proposed structure. This 

multiplier process is explained in this section. The MEC 

architecture is pictured in Fig. 5, and its logic equation is 

given in Table 1. The methodology specifies that the output 

of MEC can be R1 or Binary-to-Excess-Four Code (BEFC). 

The outcome, R1 + 4, can be determined through the CA 

and R1 signals. 

 

Fig. 4 Proposed RSSAM Architecture 
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Table 1. Truth table of MEC 

CA 
R1<2k-1 

(C=Carry signal) 
S1 

0 × R1 

1 × R1 

1 0 R1+4 

1 1 R1 

 
Fig. 5 Architecture of MEC 

Based on the CA and carry output, the output is 

designed in the MEC. For example, 0 and X is a CA, and R1 

means the output S1 value is R1. The second condition is 0, 

X is a CA, and R1 means the output S1 is an R1 value. 

Finally, the third condition is 1 and 0 is a CA, and R1 means 

the output S1 is an R1+4. At last, the 1 and 1 is a CA, and 

R1 means the output S1 is R1. Based on the analysis, the 

MEC is working in the MEC. The whole architecture of the 

MEC is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

 

4. Results and Discussion  
These segments start with DM assessment of proposed 

AMs and are further collated with the existing AMs 

boosting the accuracy and quality. Succeeding this section is 

utilized to validate the CMOS technology with the DM. 

Four DMs are considered to validate the proposed approach: 

energy, delay, power, and area. The input bit-sizes of ranges 

8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit are considered to evaluate the DM. 

 

4.1. Analysis of Design Metrics  

In this, the DM analysis of the proposed LSSAM and 

RSSAM, along with conventional AMs [7]-[10] with input 

widths extending from 8-bit to 32-bit, are discussed. All 

AMs are designed using Verilog HDL and eventually 

displayed using the Cadence_RTL Compiler with a 90nm 

CMOS library for DM analysis. The structures and features 

of k-bit state-of-the-art AMs are described in Table 2, and 

their truncation length (TL) and rounding length (RL) is 

indicated. For all existing AMs, TL and RL values are 

constant for bit width ranging from 8-bit to 32-bit. 
 

Table 3 below provides the DM of suggested 8-bit 

multipliers and state-of-the-art AMs with the area, delay, 

power, and energy. In Table 3, the proposed approach is 

analyzed with 8-bits, and it is achieved that the area is 214 

µm2 and 244 µm2. The conventional techniques of AM1, 

AM2, AM3 and AM4 are achieved. The area is 1823 µm2, 

575 µm2, 1250 µm2, 1459 µm2. From the analysis, the 

proposed technique attained the lowest area, which is an 

efficient outcome. In Table 3, the proposed approach is 

analyzed with 8-bits, and the power achieved is 0.091 mW 

and 0.012 mW. The conventional techniques of AM1, AM2, 

AM3 and AM4 are achieved. The area is 0.081 mW, 0.052 

mW, 0.025 mW, and 0.091 mW. From the analysis, the 

proposed technique attained low consumption power, which 

is an efficient outcome. In Table 3, the proposed approach is 

analyzed with 8-bits, and the delay is 2.2 ns and 2.0 ns. The 

conventional techniques of AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4 are 

achieved. The area is 4.3 ns, 3.2 ns, 5.3 ns, and 6.6 ns. From 

the analysis, the proposed technique attained a low delay, 

which is an efficient outcome. In table 3, the proposed 

approach is analyzed with 8-bits, and it is achieved that the 

delay is 94 fJ and 194 fJ. The conventional techniques of 

AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4 are achieved. The area is 381 

fJ, 156 fJ, 154 fJ, and 589 fJ. From the analysis, the 

proposed technique attained low energy, which is an 

efficient outcome. 
 

Table 2. Structures and Features of state-of-the-art AMs 

AM 

Design 
Structures 

Features 

TL RL 

AM1 Dynamic Segment AM [7] m/2 --- 

AM2 
Modified Static Segment 

AM [8] 
m/2 --- 

AM3 
Low-Energy Truncation 

type AM [9] 
3 --- 

AM4 Rounding-based AM [10] --- M 

 

Table 3. DM of 8-bit state-of-the-art and proposed AMs 

Metrics 
AM1 

[7] 

AM2 

[8] 

AM3 

[9] 

AM4 

[10] 
LSSAM RSSAM 

Area (µm2) 1823 575 1250 1459 214 244 

Power (mW) 0.081 0.052 0.025 0.091 0.091 0.012 

Delay (ns) 4.3 3.2 5.3 6.6 2.2 2.0 

Energy (fJ) 381 156 154 589 194 94 
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Table 4. DM s of 16-bit state-of-the-art and proposed AMs 

Metrics 
AM1 

[7] 

AM2 

[8] 

AM3 

[9] 

AM4 

[10] 
LSSAM RSSAM 

Area (µm2) 3013 1940 3418 6740 856 909 

Power (mW) 31.2 180.2 190.5 30.2 46.9 57.2 

Delay (ns) 5.2 7.2 4.7 8.6 4.6 5.6 

Energy (fJ) 402 1093 2891 1283 215 320 

 
Table 5. DM s of 32-bit state-of-the-art and proposed AMs 

Metrics 
AM1 

[7] 

AM2 

[8] 

AM3 

[9] 

AM4 

[10] 
LSSAM RSSAM 

Area (µm2) 5139 5729 8929 9859 1401 1609 

Power (mW) 82.2 794.4 631.2 82.5 72.3 56.5 

Delay (ns) 5.6 14.0 7.0 12.5 5.8 8.0 

Energy (fJ) 460 1116 4418 1031 419 452 

 

From Table 3, it can be seen that, 

1. The preferred 8-bit LSSAM and RSSAM use reduced 

energy with respect to existing AMs. 

2. The preferred 8-bit LSSAM and RSSAM declined area, 

delay, and power by a mean of 82.4%, 65.6%, and 

82.7% over other AM algorithms. 

 

In Table 4, the proposed approach is analyzed with 16-

bit, and it is achieved that the area is 909 µm2 and 856 µm2.  

 

The conventional techniques of AM1, AM2, AM3 and 

AM4 are achieved. The area is 3013 µm2, 1940 µm2, 3418 

µm2, and 6740 µm2. From the analysis, the proposed 

technique attained the lowest area, which is an efficient 

outcome. Table 4 analyses the proposed approach with 16-

bit, and the power achieved is 57.2 mW and 46.9 mW. The 

conventional techniques of AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4 are 

achieved. The area is 31.2 mW, 180.2 mW, 190.50 mW, and 

30.2 mW. From the analysis, the proposed technique 

attained low consumption power, which is an efficient 

outcome. In Table 4, the proposed approach is analyzed 

with 16-bit, and it is achieved that the delay is 5.6 ns and 4.6 

ns. The conventional techniques of AM1, AM2, AM3 and 

AM4 are achieved. The area is 5.2 ns, 7.2 ns, 4.7 ns, and 8.6 

ns. From the analysis, the proposed technique attained a low 

delay, which is an efficient outcome. In table 4, the 

proposed approach is analyzed with 16-bit, and it is 

achieved that the delay is 320 fJ and 215 fJ. The 

conventional techniques of AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4 are 

achieved. The area is 405 fJ, 1093 fJ, 2891 fJ, and 1283 fJ. 

From the analysis, the proposed technique attained low 

energy, which is an efficient outcome. 
 

Table 4 shows the DM of the 16-bit proposed in 

addition to conventional AMs in connection with delay, 

area, energy, and power. From Table IV, it can be 

experiential that, 

1. The energy of the proposed 16-bit LSSAM and RSSAM 

is reduced to state-of-the-art AM. 

2. Furthermore, compared to conventional AMs, RSSAM 

can be improved by an average of 84.3%, 45.7%, and 

74.2%. 

 

In Table 5, the proposed approach is analyzed with 32-

bit, and it is achieved that the area is 1609 µm2 and 1401 

µm2. The conventional techniques of AM1, AM2, AM3 and 

AM4 achieved the area is 9859 µm2, 8929 µm2, 5729 µm2, 

and 5139 µm2. From the analysis, the proposed technique 

attained the lowest area, which is an efficient outcome. In 

table 5, the proposed approach is analyzed with 32-bit, and 

the power achieved is 56.5 mW and 72.3 mW. The 

conventional techniques of AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4 are 

achieved. The area is 82.2 mW, 794.4 mW, 631.2 mW, and 

82.15 mW. From the analysis, the proposed technique 

attained low consumption power, which is an efficient 

outcome. Table 5 analyses the proposed approach with 32-

bit, and the delay is achieved at 8.0 ns and 5.8 ns. The 

conventional techniques of AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4 are 

achieved. The area is 5.6 ns, 14.0 ns, 7.0 ns, and 12.5 ns. 

From the analysis, the proposed technique attained a low 

delay, which is an efficient outcome. In table 5, the 

proposed approach is analyzed with 32-bits, and it is 

achieved that the delay is 452 fJ and 419 fJ. The 

conventional techniques of AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4 are 

achieved. The area is 460 fJ, 1116 fJ, 4418 fJ, and 1031 fJ. 

From the analysis, the proposed technique attained low 

energy, which is an efficient outcome. 

 

Table 5 reports the DM of 32-bit proposed in addition 

to state-of-the-art AMs, in measures of delay, area, energy, 

and power. From Table 5, it can be experiential that 

1. The energy of the proposed 32-bit LSSAM and 

RSSAM is reduced compared to the conventional AM 
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2. Compared to conventional AM, the proposed 32-bit 

LSSAM and RSSAM improve with reference to area, 

delay, and power by approximately 83.9%, 42.6%, and 

72.8%, respectively. 

4.2. Accuracy/Quality Analysis of GF/SF/IED 

This division first shows accuracy analysis regarding 

error measures like MED, MRED, WCE, and NED, in 

addition to the ED of preferred LSSAM and RSSAM.  
 

Moreover, the proposed LSSAM and RSSAM and the 

state-of-the-art AMs, which are calculated on the EM, are 

discussed in [21, 22] and are defined as 
 

𝐸𝐷 = |𝐵𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝐵𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟|    (3) 
 

where 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡= the exact multiplier output and 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟= 

output of AM. 

𝑀𝐸𝐷 =
1

22𝑚
∑ |𝐸𝐷𝑘|22𝑚

𝑘=0     (4) 

 

𝑁𝐸𝐷 =
𝑀𝐸𝐷

𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥
      (5) 

 

where 𝑍𝑚𝑎𝑥= Maximum output of AM 
 

𝑀𝑅𝐸𝐷 =
1

22𝑛
∑ |𝑅𝐸𝐷𝑞|22𝑛

𝑞=0     (6) 
 

Where𝑅𝐸𝐷 =
𝐸𝐷

𝐵
and 𝐵 = Exact output of the multiplier. 

 

WCE is defined as the maximum approximate output of 

the AM on applying one lakh samples to the AM. This helps 

in the multiplication of more significant values. 

In the end, the quality measures validation can be 

completed by performing measurements of SSIM and PSNR 

by joining the proposed LSSAM, RSSAM and state-of-the-

art AMs in GF, SF, and IED applications. 

 

4.2.1. Error Metrics Analysis 

The preferred LSSAM and RSSAM models evaluate 

accuracy using error measures and are collated with state-

of-the-art AMs. The AMs are customized in Verilog HDL 

and simulated by selecting random input patterns (nearly 1 

lakh). In addition, accuracy measures can be synthesized by 

MATLAB. The validation methodology for producing the 

accuracy metrics is detailed [11]. 

 

The planned EM were tabulated in Table 6 for the 

preferred LSSAM, RSSAM, and previous AMs. The 

simulation outcomes show that the proposed AMs have 

minimized ED in the range of 44.2–56.1% compared to 

literature AMs. Moreover, it is even revealed that the 

LSSAM and RSSAM have enhanced the values of MRED, 

NED, WCE, and MED in the span of 74.2–25.3%, 23.4–

14.2%, 52.1–21.2%, and 82.1–12.3%, respectively, in 

collation with past AMs. 

 

Table 6. 8-bit State-of-the-art and proposed AMs EM 

Metrics 
AM1 

[7] 

AM2 

[8] 

AM3 

[9] 

AM4 

[10] 
LSSAM RSSAM 

MED 1.60E+04 1089.8 1.30E+04 4.99E+03 6.13E+06 1.13E+04 

MRED 6.10E-05 1.05E-06 2.40E-05 5.20E-06 5.75E-06 1.99E-05 

NED 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.08 0.2487 0.2452 

WCE 65378 48248 62158 62950 24658 46162 

ED 1.03E+09 70798444 823636708 325889758 398837194 736028796 

 
Table 7. 16-bit State-of-the-art and proposed AMs EM 

Metrics 
AM1 

[7] 

AM2 

[8] 

AM3 

[9] 

AM4 

[10] 
LSSAM RSSAM 

MED 5.10E+02 2.80E+03 5.01E+05 6.60E+06 5274.2 2.04E+09 

MRED 1.19E-07 7.90E-07 3.69E-06 3.79E-06 5.20E-06 6.40E-04 

NED 0.16 0.14 1.20E-04 0.20 0.3477 4.91E-01 

WCE 53499 22421 4.30E+09 3.80E+09 15181 41630 

ED 130116334 718644560 1.29E+11 1.69E+12 339954162 1.33E+09 
 

Table 8. 32-bit State-of-the-art and proposed AMs EM 

Metrics 
AM1 

[7] 

AM2 

[8] 

AM3 

[9] 

AM4 

[10] 
LSSAM RSSAM 

MED 1.10E+04 2.70E+06 6.79E+05 1.30E+07 3.46E+03 9.33E+03 

MRED 2.80E-05 3.80E-06 3.79E-06 3.79E-05 4.77E-06 2.28E-05 

NED 0.19 6.19E-04 1.60E-04 0.30 0.2283 0.2221 

WCE 47950 4.29E+09 4.39E+09 4.40E+08 15138 42036 

ED 2.59E+09 6.99E+11 1.80E+11 3.29E+12 224707961 606801018 
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4.2.2. Quality Metrics Analysis of GF/SF/IED 

In this section, GF, SF, and IED, along with proposed 

and existing 8-bit AMs, can also be replicated and compared 

to standard images aimed at quality measure analysis with 

reference to PSNR and SSIM [23]. The pixel can be 

generated in GF, SF, and IED by executing convolution 

among the image of input [24], sub-matrix, and the standard 

masks (Z1, Z2, and Z3) and is illustrated in equations (7), 

(8), and (9) [25, 26]. 

𝑍1 =

[
 
 
 
 
1 3 6 3 1
3 15 25 15 3
6 25 41 25 6
3 15 25 15 3
1 3 6 3 1]

 
 
 
 

   (7) 

 

𝑍2 =

[
 
 
 
 
1 1 1 1 1
1 4 4 4 4
1 4 12 4 7
1 4 4 4 4
1 1 1 1 1]

 
 
 
 

   (8) 

 

                𝑍3 =

[
 
 
 
 
1 2 0 −2 −1
4 8 0 −8 −4
6 12 0 −12 −6
4 8 0 −8 −4
1 2 0 −2 −1]

 
 
 
 

    (9) 

 

The efficiency of GF, SF, and IED amalgamated with 

LSSAM, RSSAM, and state-of-the-art AMs is estimated 

using QM. These AMs, GF, SF, and IED are synthesized 

and simulated using standard images. The experimental 

method of quality measures can be illustrated [11]. 

Table 9. GF QM of proposed and state-of-the-art AMs 

Metrics 
AM1 

[7] 

AM2 

[8] 

AM3 

[9] 

AM4 

[10] 
LSSAM RSSAM 

PSNR 27.8 27.5 26.9 27.6 30.1 30.2 

SSIM 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.71 0.80 0.81 

 

Table 9 shows the extracted QM of GF together with 

preferred and state-of-the-art AMs. The computed results 

demonstrated that, when GF is integrated with LSSAM and 

RSSAM, improved SSIM and PSNR in the span of 8.1-

12.1 % and 4.8-10.8 % are observed over GF with state-of-

the-art AMs. The Cameraman's images of the GF with all 

AMs are depicted in Fig. 6. The GF with designed LSSAM 

and RSSAM provides maximum image quality than the GF 

with antique AMs. 
 

Table 10. SF QM of proposed and state-of-the-art AMs 

Metrics 
AM1 

[7] 

AM2 

[8] 

AM3 

[9] 

AM4 

[10] 
LSSAM RSSAM 

PSNR 28.9 28.8 27.9 27.8 29.2 29.3 

SSIM 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.81 0.82 

 

Table 10 depicts the reclaimed QM of SF combined 

with suggested and conventional AMs. The simulation 

results derived that SF with the preferred LSSAM and 

RSSAM has escalated SSIM and PSNR in the span of 10.1–

12.3% and 4.4–7.1%, respectively, over the SF with state-

of-the-art AMs. The House images of the SF with all AMs 

are illustrated in Fig. 8. The image quality of SF with 

proposed LSSAM and RSSAM is better than that of the SF 

with traditional AMs. 

Fig. 7 Cameraman image by GF with: (a) AM1 [7], (b) AM2 [8], (c) AM3 [9], (d) AM4 [10], (e) LSSAM, and (f) RSSAM 

                     (a)                                        (b)                   (c)    

                     (d)                                        (e)                 (f)    
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Fig. 8 House image by SF with: (a) AM1 [7], (b) AM2 [8], (c) AM3 [9], (d) AM4 [10], (e) LSSAM, and (f) RSSAM 

 

Table 11. IED QM of proposed and state-of-the-art AMs 

Metrics 
AM1 

[7] 

AM2 

[8] 

AM3 

[9] 

AM4 

[10] 

LSS

AM 

RSS

AM 

PSNR 21.0 20.5 21.3 20.2 24.2 24.1 

SSIM 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.41 0.52 0.51 

 

Table 11 portrays the quality parameters extracted from 

IED combined with suggested and conventional AMs. The 

simulation results illustrate that IED combined with the 

preferred LSSAM and RSSAM has improved SSIM and 

PSNR in the range of 17.5–18.7% and 17.1-18.3%, 

respectively, over the IED with state-of-the-art AMs. The 

Leena images of the IED with all AMs are shown in Fig. 9. 

The IED with proposed LSSAM and RSSAM has improved 

the image quality over the IED with state-of-the-art AMs. 

 

 
Fig. 9 Leena image by IED with: (a) AM1 [7], (b) AM2 [8], (c) AM3 [9], (d) AM4 [10], (e) LSSAM, and (f) RSSAM 

                     (d)                                        (e)                 (f)    

                     (a)                                        (b)                 (c)    

                     (a)                                        (b)                          (c)    

                     (d)                                        (e)                          (f)    
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5. Conclusion 
This paper explores leading one-bit and rounding-based 

static segment AMs (LSSAM, RSSAM). In LSSAM, the k-

bit static segment can be recognized as related to the LB 

position. Therefore, one static output of k-bit can be 

bestowed to MEC; one MEC output is given to the LB 

block along with the barrel shifter for acquiring segmented 

multiplication output. Eventually, the multiplexer selected 

the approximate product by using segmented multiplication 

output. Similarly, RSSAM performs a multiplier function in 

which the LB block replaces a rounding block, and the 

remaining operation is the same as LSSAM. LSSAM and 

RSSAM have magnified area, delay, power, and accuracy 

metrics compared to existing AMs. In conclusion, the GF, 

SF, and IED with proposed LSSAM and RSSAM are tested 

for QM. It is transparent from the results that the SF, GF, 

and IED with the proposed LSSAM and RSSAM have 

boosted up the QM other than the SF, GF, and IED 

combined with existing AMs. 
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